This paper presents the most expansive and current cross-country dataset on education quality. The database includes 164 countries/territories covering over 98 percent of the global population from 2000-2017. Of these countries, 111 are low or middleincome economies. Harmonized learning outcomes are produced using a conversion factor to compare international and regional standardized achievement tests. These tests include PISA, TIMSS, PIRLS, SACMEQ, LLECE and PASEC. In addition, this paper includes the Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA) for the first time. This enables extension of the database substantially. This methodological update paves the way to include a series of assessments that are increasingly common in developing countries that are often excluded from large international assessments. The database includes mean scores and disaggregates the data by subject, level, and gender. This paper further presents a series of methodological improvements including measures of uncertainty, fixed conversion factors for greater comparability over time and year-by-year data.
Introduction
A country's human capital is critical for its economic success. A recent report found that human capital comprises the largest component of a nation's wealth, at 64 percent (World Bank 2018) . In this paper, we focus on one measure of human capital: learning outcomes. Fifteen years of literature demonstrates that learning outcomes, as well as years of schooling, matter substantially for growth (World Bank, 2018; Hanushek and Kimko, 2000; Pritchett, 2001; Woessmann, 2008, 2012) . This insight comes at a time when the availability of international student achievement tests (ISATs) is growing. These tests are psychometrically designed, standardized assessments of cognitive skills and enable credible cross-country and over-time comparisons of learning. However, traditional ISATs often exclude developing countries -the countries that have the most potential to gain from human capital accumulation.
In this paper, we address this gap by including the largest number of developing countries in a globally comparable database of learning outcomes to date. We build on a literature producing comparable measures of learning across countries and over time (Barro and Lee, 1996; Hanushek and Kimko, 2000; Lee, 2001, 2015; Altinok and Murseli, 2007; Woessmann, 2012, 2016; Angrist, Patrinos and Schlotter, 2013; Altinok, Diebolt and de Meulemeester, 2014; UIS, 2017; Altinok, Angrist and Patrinos, 2018) . Our database covers 164 countries/territories from 2000-2017.
The central intuition behind the methodology we use is the production of a conversion factor between international standardized achievement tests (ISATs) such as PISA, TIMSS, and PIRLS and their regional counterparts (RSATs) such as SACMEQ, LLECE, and PASEC. This conversion factor is derived by comparing scores for countries that participate in both an RSAT and an ISAT in a given time period, schooling level (primary and secondary), and subject. Following Altinok, Angrist and Patrinos (2018) , we call these countries "doubloon countries." A detailed description of each assessment is provided in Altinok, Angrist and Patrinos (2018) . This approach puts all tests on a common scale enabling credible comparison across countries. These tests have been designed and scaled to be comparable over time since the late 1990s. Thus, there is no need for an intertemporal adjustment over the 2000-2017 interval. This paper outlines a series of improvements over past databases. First, we extend our methodology to enable the first inclusion of the Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA). EGRA is a basic literacy assessment that has been conducted in over 65 countries since 2006. This enables us to extend our database substantially. We include 48 countries with data in the last ten years (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) (2017) . Many of these countries are large developing economies previously excluded from globally comparable databases such as Ethiopia, Bangladesh, and Nepal. This methodological update paves the way to include a series of assessments that are increasingly common in developing countries and are often excluded from large international assessments.
We further expand our database with recent rounds of PASEC (2014) , SACMEQ (2013) as well as PIRLS (2016) . The size of our database has a few ramifications. Since the methodology we use to link assessments hinges on overlap in countries which take both an RSAT and an ISAT, the larger the database, the more overlap, and thus all scores are more robust. In addition, we include the largest number of developing countries to date. These countries have the most potential to benefit from educational progress. Thus, a more expansive database enables the inclusion of developing countries as well as enhances the robustness of the methodology used to include them, making each update significant.
In addition to the size of the database, this is the most current database with data as recent as 2017. Given a series of recent global initiatives which focus on education quality highlighted in the 2018 World Development Report, there is significant demand for current, credible and globally comparable measures of learning. This database provides the largest, most comparable, current learning data. Moreover, in this paper we provide a foundation for systematic and continual updates on a periodic basis going forward, enabling tracking of learning outcomes progress and longitudinal analysis.
We introduce a series of methodological improvements. First, we include single years, rather than 5-year intervals. Second, we use all available data to create conversion factors between assessments. Third, we construct a fixed conversion factor for data since 2000. This enables us to deduce changes in scores over time as a function of learning outcomes progress rather than changing conversion factors. Fourth, we provide measures of uncertainty in the form of plausible bounds for our estimates. Fifth, all data are derived directly from test score data. In contrast to black-box and complex imputation, this enables methodological transparency. Moreover, it produces a clear policy lever: when countries perform better on RSATs and ISATs they can be certain the HLO will improve.
Data
Each assessment included in prior databases is documented in depth in Altinok, Angrist and Patrinos (2018) . The ISATs include old IEA assessments, PIRLS, TIMSS and PISA. The RSATs include SACMEQ, PASEC, LLECE and MLA. In this paper, we elaborate mostly on the inclusion of new data, including EGRA, as well as recent PASEC, SACMEQ and PIRLS data. Annex Table 1 .0 shows all data included in this database.
EGRA
The Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA) is a basic literacy assessment. The assessment is conducted most often in grades 2-4. Since 2006, EGRA has been conducted in over 65 countries.
EGRA is focused on early grade proficiency on basic literacy skills. The EGRA testing framework is based on reading assessments such as DIBELS (Dynamic Measurement Group, 2008) , CTOPP (Wagner et al. 1999) , and a series of other assessments that measure literacy skills. The EGRA toolkit outlines the EGRA tool in depth (RTI International, 2009 ). The assessment is a short oral assessment conducted with a child one-on-one. EGRA is designed to be flexible and adapted across countries and contexts, while maintaining core modules and similarities. EGRA is a timed test, enabling uniformity in how it is conducted. The tests often represent the most common features of the local language and align with the expectations of the grade level.
EGRA includes a series of sub-tasks that align with five phases of reading skills development: pre-alphabetic, partial alphabetic, alphabetic, consolidated-alphabetic and automatic. The subtasks in EGRA include:
Of these there is a sub-set of 'core' subtasks encouraged to be delivered across all countries and contexts marked with an asterisk above (Dubeck and Gove, 2015) .
In our analysis, we analyze two specific EGRA sub-tasks: oral reading fluency (ORF) and reading comprehension. Both are core sub-tasks and therefore found across nearly all EGRA assessments. Moreover, both are conceptually linkable indicators supported by the theoretical and empirical literature.
The use of EGRA data hinges on using measures of comparable learning metrics, even if not perfectly equivalent. This approach is consistent with the approach taken by Dubeck and Gove (2015) . Comparable measures must have a conceptual link to other reading assessments used in ISATs and RSATs. Moreover, indicators should be relatively invariant and robust to a myriad of changes that might occur across contexts such as language, timing, and details of implementation. For example, phonics is likely to differ across languages and is not conceptually linkable to other assessments. For this reason, we do not use the 'letter-sound identification' sub-task even though it is a core EGRA sub-task.
ORF scores have been used to make cross-country comparisons in the literature and have shown relatively high validity and reliability (Dubeck and Gove, 2015) . Moreover, our two measures, comprehension and fluency, show high correlations with one another in related analyses in the range of 0.8 and 0.9 (Abadzi, 2011; Piper, 2010) . Abadzi (2011) compares various measures on EGRA and refers to the tight correlation between reading fluency and comprehension, consistent with the literature (Piper, 2010; Vagh, 2009; Gove, 2009; Kim et al., 2010) . Our own analysis corroborates this. Across 81 country-year observations, we find a correlation of 0.86 (see Figure 1 .0). Despite the viability of both measures, the oral reading fluency sub-task does not have as sound a conceptual link to RSATs and ISATs as comprehension. Moreover, fluency and words per minute used in ORF scores are likely to be more susceptible to differences in implementation and language. Reading comprehension, on the other hand, is not as tightly timed and is less sensitive to language and implementation details. Moreover, it has the most plausibly direct and substantive proficiency link to RSATs and ISATs. For example, reading comprehension on EGRA maps directly onto one of the levels in Levels 1-8 on SACMEQ, the RSAT for East and Southern Africa. Analysis and work done by ACER for the UIS Reporting Scale -a global effort to compare underlying proficiencies across assessments -focuses on reading comprehension partially for this reason (Turner et al., 2018) . Abadzi (2011) also cites reading comprehension as a likely proficiency link between EGRA and ISATs and RSATs. This is born out in the data. For example, when we use reading comprehension scores, Tanzania outperforms Kenya, consistent with SACMEQ. When using ORF scores, Kenya does not outperform Tanzania, which is no longer consistent with SACMEQ. Moreover, reading comprehension was the most available subtask across all EGRA datasets we collected.
To this end, we primarily analyze reading comprehension, which is available in nearly all EGRA datasets, is less sensitive to differences in context and implementation, and has a strong conceptual link to RSATs and ISATs. To ensure robustness to language effects, we only include data when students took the test in their language of instruction. For each indicator, there is a threshold and continuous variable option. In theory, the threshold option 'percent zero' on either reading comprehension or oral reading fluency is most plausibly comparable. This measures the most basic foundational skills attained which should be relatively invariant to details which would affect performance higher up the learning margin. It is also easily interpretable and meaningful across contexts. However, since this variable is a threshold rather than a continuous measure of learning it is difficult to convert this to a score we can place on an international scale.
Instead we produce mean scores using a continuous variable that is plausibly comparable, the 'percent of answers correct' on reading comprehension. We use the percent correct since the number of test items varies slightly for each EGRA. If students did not attempt any question this is recorded as a zero. We further confirm that the threshold and continues variables are tightly correlated, with an inverse correlation of -0.9 (see Figure   2 .0). We compute a standardized Z-score from the continuous reading comprehension metric and scale it with a mean of 500 and standard deviation of 100, akin to RSAT and ISAT scales.
EGRA data is designed for grades 2-4, although certain countries will participate out of this range. We restrict data used for our database to grades 2-4 to be consistent with the design of EGRA. This range further optimizes the coverage-bias tradeoff. If we include additional grade levels to expand coverage, the data starts to skew due to availability of data for certain countries coming from a particularly low or high grade (grades 1 or 6). If we restrict our interval to reduce grade bias, we start to lose countries. In the grade 2-4 range, we optimize this trade-off. grade. We find small differences. Occasionally, we see slightly larger differences, however, in all instances the effect sizes fall within the confidence interval. This sensitivity analysis increases our confidence that the EGRA data is robust to data availability biases by grade. Figure 3 .0:
Overall, our inclusion of EGRA enables us to include over 48 countries with at least one data point in the last ten years. Moreover, it paves the way for inclusion of non-traditional assessments through careful choice of testing regime, indicators, language considerations, grade-level participation, and score scaling. Below we show sensitivity to this exercise comparing HLO scores when derived using EGRA versus PIRLS, an ISAT with scores produced using IRT. Since both assessments are conducted in reading at primary level, we can compare scores and expect similar results. We do this for countries that participate in both EGRA and PIRLS from 2000 onwards and take the average. This will be biased by data availability by year, for example, if Egypt participated in EGRA in 2013 and PIRLS in 2016. However, it gives us an indication of whether HLOs are reasonable when derived from EGRA. Figure 4 .0 reveals that scores are roughly similar, within 5-28 points of one another. Moreover, we see that ranks are preserved: Honduras outperforms Macedonia, followed by Indonesia, then by Egypt. 
PIRLS (2016)
The newest round of PIRLS includes 50 countries. It was designed to be comparable to prior rounds. Inclusion of PIRLS is straightforward and we use the same parameters as used in prior databases using the microdata. Overall, through the inclusion of recent rounds of PASEC, SACMEQ, and PIRLS as well as the new inclusion of EGRA, we are able to improve the quality of, and include recent data for, over 75 countries since Altinok, Angrist and Patrinos (2018) .
3. Methodology
Linking Methodology
We build on a literature linking learning assessments starting with Barro and Lee in 2001. Our methodological approach in this paper extends and improves on the one detailed in Altinok, Angrist and Patrinos (2018) to build the most current database covering the largest number of countries to date. Our Harmonized Learning Outcomes (HLO) database includes 164 countries/territories from 2000-2017.
Various methodologies can be used to make assessments comparable. We do not attempt to equate scores. Rather, we link scores to achieve comparability (Kolen and Brennan, 2014 ; AERA, APA, NCME, 1999; Holland and Dorans, 2006; Linn, 1993; Mislevy, 1992) . This distinction is important, since we do not claim tests or test scores are equivalent across tests. Rather, we aim to compare scores on a similar scale.
We do not link using Item Response Theory (IRT) -the technique used to generate scores for each respective international and regional assessment. IRT models the probability a given pupil answers a given test item correctly as a function of pupil and item-specific characteristics. While this methodology is used within each of the international and regional tests we use, to use it across ISATs and RSATs would require overlap in test items. This is not true for a significant enough set of tests and time intervals to create a globally comparable panel dataset. Moreover, even when there is overlap, for IRT to be reliable there must be large item-specific overlap. When this overlap is small, standard maximum likelihood estimates will reflect both true variance and measurement error, overstating the variance in the test score distribution. Das and Zajonc (2010) elaborate on the various challenges of estimating IRT parameters with limited item-specific overlap.
It is possible to empirically test the conditions under which IRT produces reliable estimates by examining differential item functioning (DIF). Sandefur (2016) equates SACMEQ and TIMSS with IRT methods. Sandefur (2016) measures the DIF as the distance between the item-characteristic curve (ICC) for the reference population and actual responses for the focal group, an approach first proposed by Raju (1988) . The resulting DIF is high, casting doubt on the IRT approach in a context with limited item overlap, which is the case for most RSATs we aim to include in our database.
While IRT might not be a reliable approach when there is limited item-by-item overlap, we conduct a few robustness tests where overlap is larger. We compare our results to the Linking International Comparative Student Assessment (LINCS) project which uses IRT methods and has significant overlap in items for a subset of international studies focused on reading at primary school from 1970 onwards (Strietholt, 2014; Strietholt and Rosén, 2016) . If our expanded HLO database can produce similar results to original scores and IRT methods where there is overlap, we gain confidence in our results as well as an expanded dataset.
We note that while mean scores might vary by linking methods, and should be caveated appropriately, ranks and relative performance are relatively robust. While Sandefur (2016) finds large variation on mean scores depending on the equating method chosen, the Spearman rank correlations of the country averages are .97 or higher.
In building globally comparable education quality estimates, we rely on classical test theory (Holland and Hosken, 2003) . Suppose that a population of pupils, sampled from the target population T, takes two different assessments X and Y. Here, we suppose that any differences in the score distributions on X and Y can be attributed entirely to the assessments themselves, since group ability is assumed to be constant. Our main estimation method is ratio linking. To conduct ratio linking we index the difference in means in the Anchored Test X and Reference Test Y as follows:
where ( ) is the equation for converting observed scores on Anchored Test X to the scale of Reference Test Y. A limitation of this methodology is that it is sensitive to the scale of each test being similar. We address this potential limitation by using tests with a mean of 500 and standard deviation of 100.
2 This ensures that ratios capture differences in test difficulty rather than differences in scaling.
Below we specify each step in the process. The conversion rate is calculated as follows.
Mean scores for tests X and Y, ( ) and ( ), are first calculated for a given round r, subject s and level l. We consider tests to be in the same round if they are five years apart and optimize to have the rounds as tight as possible. Most often this translates to within one to two years. In some cases, this extends to three to five years apart. In a few exceptions, we average adjacent years across one another as outlined in Annex Table 2 . This minimizes the likelihood that test differences are a function of time, proficiency, schooling level, or data availability and are an accurate reflection of difficulty across tests. r is the number of testing rounds over the time period of the fixed conversion rate. We then calculate the fixed conversion rate from test X to test Y in a given subject and level such that:
where i is a country in the set of doubloon countries that participate in both tests X and Y in a given round, subject, and schooling level ( ∩ ).
We then apply this conversion rate to a given country j that participates in test X but not test Y to produce a harmonized score:
where y is the official year of anchored test X.
When producing aggregate scores across levels and subjects, we average across subjects and then across levels, weighting each equally.
A notable advantage of ratio linking is that it is easy to interpret and policy-friendly. This enables construction as well as consumption of comparable learning outcomes.
Linking methods include mean, linear linking and equipercentile linking, explained in detail in Altinok, Angrist and Patrinos (2018) . A common linking method is linear linking -a shift in scores using the difference in means (rather than the ratio of means). This is an additive adjustment that accounts for standard deviations in a given testing round. Hanushek and Woessmann (2012) 
Assumptions
Three overall assumptions must hold for the linking methods above to be valid. First, linked tests must test the same underlying population. We satisfy this assumption by using sample-based ISATs and RSATs which are nationally representative for the population of students in school. We link tests using overlapping countries, which we call doubloon countries. This ensures that the underlying population tested is the same, and we capture differences between tests. An alternative approach to linking would involve the same items across different tests. Given there is limited item overlap, we adopt the approach using population-overlap across tests. A related assumption here is that participation rates reach a certain threshold or that non-participation is random. In cases where countries do not have nationally representative data, we ensure the linking function is based on data that is nationally representative and caveat the data appropriately. For EGRA, only a sub-set of countries have nationally representation data. Of 72 countryyear observations, 42 are nationally representative. We produce the linking function based on countries that took part in nationally representative tests to guarantee population overlap. We apply the linking function to all countries with nationally representative EGRA results producing internationally comparable results. We also apply this linking function to non-national EGRA assessments. While we have confidence in the former estimates, we caveat the latter estimates. We exclude TIMSS results for Yemen which TIMSS highlighted as having a flooring effect and has an unrealistically low score. Our HLO Yemen score is thus derived from EGRA data. For Sri Lanka, we use a score derived from the National Assessment which was linked to TIMSS (Dundar et al., 2017) . In the case of China and India we validate or extrapolate nationally representative data, described in Annex 3 and 4.
Second, tests should measure similar proficiencies. We link across precise subjects (math, reading and science) to ensure proficiency overlap. For EGRA, since it often has multiple languages of instruction, we only include scores for tests where the language of instruction is the same as the language of the test. This ensures we capture underlying cognitive skills rather than language effects.
Third, test differences should capture difficulty differences rather than country-fixed effects. We address this assumption in a few ways. As noted above, we link tests across doubloon countries that participate in tests that are nationally representative. The reliability of this linking exercise increases the larger the set Y ∩ X, the number of countries that take both tests being linked. Each update increases this overlap, making the inclusion of new countries in this update significant.
A novel contribution of this update which increases the reliability of this last assumption is the fixing of our conversion rate across a 15-20-year interval for recent years from 2000-2017. This enables us to increase the sample size in the set Y ∩ X for each doubloon index. For example, if Botswana participates in SACMEQ I and II as well as TIMSS 2003 and TIMSS 2007, we now have four data points instead of two, and two rounds of conversion factors instead of one between SACMEQ and TIMSS. In fixing the conversion factor, we assume that the relationship between tests stays constant across rounds. This assumption is reasonable and is true by design for RSATs and ISATs since the mid 1990s. This is not the case prior to the 1990s, limiting our ability to apply a fixed conversion factor to earlier data. The fixing of conversion factors increases the likelihood that we capture test-specific rather than country-specific differences. It further guarantees that any changes in test scores over this interval are due to realized progress rather than changing conversion factors.
Additional Methodological Parameters
Over-time comparability. ISATs and RSATs have been designed to be comparable since the late 1990s and early 2000s. Thus, the use of these modern assessments enables comparability over time.
Time Intervals. While this is one of the largest and most comprehensive comparable learning outcomes database produced to date, it is still sparse given limited test frequency. In past databases we smoothed time intervals over 5-year periods. This produced continuously spaced intervals, was designed to reduce noise by averaging results within these intervals and was comparable to the Barro-Lee approach for years of schooling. In this update, we have moved away from this approach. We now provide the year of the Reference Test X as documented in official reports. Since the doubloon index is a fixed conversion rate over a given interval, we produce a score for Anchor Test Y in the same year as Reference Test X. This enables greater granularity and precision of the data and enables the users of the database to make trade-offs at their discretion.
Schooling Levels. We construct a score for each grade and pool across grades within each schooling level to produce primary and secondary school scores. We include the default grade for TIMSS as the anchor grades across levels: grade 4 for primary and grade 8 for secondary. If we have data for additional grades, we include the closest grade with a preference for older grades since learning trajectories are steepest in the early years of learning introducing more scope for grade bias at earlier grades. If we have multiple test scores, we include the closest grade, and exclude the rest, rather than averaging. For example, we include PASEC grade 5 scores and exclude grade 2 scores. We include SACMEQ grade 6 scores along with PIRLS grade 4 scores at primary. If the test is designed for an age group (for example, PISA) we code it at the schooling level (for example, secondary for PISA).
Conceptually, the broader categories of primary and secondary scores enable us to categorize learning at critical schooling levels across assessments which span multiple grades and age groups. At the same time, we specify an approach to including specific grade levels to ensure we have a tight grade interval to minimize scope for grade-specific differences. While the interval is relatively small, it still leaves room for grade-fixed effects rather than test-fixed effects when linking tests. For example, linking PIRLS 2001 grade 4 with SACMEQ 2000 grade 6 might capture a grade difference in PIRLS (which is likely to increase performance) in addition to difficulty. However, to enable greater coverage, we put up with the need to expand beyond single grade level intervals. Moreover, these differences are often small and since the linking functions are applied across the entire set of countries being linked, any bias will be applied equally such that cross-country bias is eliminated for each pair-wise link and regional ranks will be preserved.
We distinguish primary from secondary schooling since enrollment rates drop off quickly between levels in many developing countries. This introduces a potential selection term in secondary school scores, with the highest performing students progressing in the system, biasing scores up due to selection rather than actual learning. We give this methodological parameter increased importance in this update. In the previous version of the database we linked SACMEQ scores in primary school to TIMSS scores in secondary school to increase the number of doubloon countries (Botswana and South Africa). In this version, we reduce the number of doubloon countries (just Botswana) and link at the primary school level only given the scope for selection between levels.
Subjects. We link tests within three specific subjects: mathematics, reading and science.
While this is not granular at the test item level, this ensures that there is significant proficiency overlap in linked tests.
Data Availability. The availability of data is sparse. This introduces bias if data availability is correlated with education quality or progress. For example, if countries that perform worse only have available data in later years (since they were later to introduce assessments), this would mean the data that exists is more recent, likely biasing the average up due to testing later rather than stronger performance. Thus, countries that have historically performed poorly might appear to do better. Since we now provide yearby-year test scores, this can be accounted for rather than buried in 5-year intervals.
Relatedly, when aggregating data across subjects, levels and time, there is a trade-off between coverage and disaggregation. For example, while constructing averages across subjects would increase data coverage, it also makes it harder to interpret and introduces potential sources of bias. To this end, we construct disaggregated measures as well as aggregated ones. This enables analyses at each level, considering the trade-offs.
Subsamples. We construct a doubloon index over the full sample. When calculating
Harmonized Learning Outcomes by gender we apply the overall doubloon index to raw scores for each sub-sample, rather than constructing sub-sample specific doubloon indices. While performance is likely to vary across sub-samples in a given test, the relationship between test X and Y is unlikely to vary across sub-samples or relative to the full sample. Doubloon. In constructing the doubloon index, we use as much data as possible. This is an update over our previous methodology, where we choose one specific anchor year in which to construct the index. This enables us to verify if the doubloon index is stable over time, reduces noise, and increases the sample size of the doubloon index.
Steps in the Linking Function. When converting RSAT and EGRA results to an international scale, we have two options: (1) conversion first to regional assessments or (2) directly through an international assessment. Approach (1) will best preserve underlying regional rankings. However, it will distort rankings at the margin of regional groupings. Approach (2) is direct, simple and uniform, however might distort underlying regional rankings. Each approach will produce more reliable estimates depending on the number of doubloon countries that is possible for each. For example, for EGRA the RSAT transformation for sub-Saharan Africa has three doubloons, while the direct PIRLS transformation also has three doubloons. In this case the doubloon advantage is ambiguous.
We go with approach (2) where possible since it is the simplest and most direct approach and leaves the least room for error, since each step in the linking function introduces uncertainty. Exceptions include PASEC and MLA which only have overlap with SACMEQ. To this end, scores are first made comparable to SACMEQ scores, before they are converted to our final HLO score.
Hierarchy of Tests. We construct a hierarchy of tests to facilitate year-level-subject matching between anchored and reference tests. For math and science, scores are converted to TIMSS-comparable scores at primary and secondary level. For reading, scores are converted to PIRLS-comparable scores at primary level and PISA-comparable scores at secondary level.
This hierarchy of tests can be extended to adjudicate which HLO score to use when multiple scores are available across sources tests. (e.g. a country that took part in EGRA and SACMEQ). The first HLO choice is: PIRLS, PISA or TIMSS depending on the subject and schooling level. If a country took part in PISA and not in TIMSS for math and reading, we next convert PISA scores into subject-specific secondary HLO scores. If a country took part in LLECE, we convert these scores into a subject-specific primary HLO score. Next, we take SACMEQ HLO scores, followed by PASEC HLO scores, then EGRA HLO scores, and finally by MLA HLO scores.
Measures of Uncertainty. We include measures of uncertainty to quantify the degree of confidence around our estimates. We capture two sources of uncertainty: scores on the original test and uncertainty in the calculation of the conversion factor across tests. Simplifying equations (2) and (3), the HLO for a given country on test X is: = We calculate the variance of the HLO by bootstrapping. We assume country-level average scores are asymptotically normally distributed . We take 1000 draws from the distribution of subject-level-grade average test scores for each testing regime. We create doubloon indices and HLOs from each bootstrapped sample. We take the 2.5 th and 97.5 th percentiles of the distribution and use this to construct lower and upper bounds of uncertainty for our HLO scores.
We find small uncertainty intervals overall, with an average of 3.5 points and ranging from 1 to 11 points (see Figure 6 .0). This is consistent with original standard errors from each respective testing regime. We find larger uncertainty for HLO scores relative to original scores when testing regimes have fewer doubloon countries, such as SACMEQ and PASEC. By quantifying this uncertainty, we can reliably bound our estimates. Scale. Our methodology enables us to link countries participating in regional standardized achievement tests (RSATs) on an international scale. On this scale, 625 represents advanced attainment and 300 represents minimum attainment. This interpretation is derived by taking an ISAT benchmark for high performance on the upper end of the distribution and an RSAT benchmark (expressed in HLO units) on the lower end of the distribution. This approach enables us to capture performance across the entire distribution and accounts for floor and ceiling effects that would be introduced by just taking the ISAT or RSAT benchmarks alone on both ends of the spectrum.
Illustrative Analysis
We include a few key figures from our database as motivation for the utility of the database. We analyze disaggregated data by subject and schooling levels to explore the full texture of the data. In figure 8 .0, we highlight countries in red that outperform relative to their incomes status, such as Singapore, Japan, Finland, Estonia, Cuba, and Vietnam. Countries that underperform on learning outcomes relative to their income status include Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, South Africa, Panama, Botswana, and Ghana. We also highlight large developing countries on the same graph. These include India, China, Mexico, Brazil and South Africa. China outperforms its counterparts, while India and South Africa trail behind. These graphs demonstrate a tractable 'distance to the frontier' -large developing economies who might benefit their economies by focusing on human capital development. Figures 9.0-9.6 below show our results. The HLO and IRT scores have large overlap with a correlation coefficient consistently above 0.95 for scores as well as ranks. This indicates we are able to produce similar results to an IRT methodology where there is overlap. This increases our confidence in the robustness of our estimates.
We further compare ranks derived from HLO scores versus raw scores and verify the original regional rankings are preserved. We are able to fully preserve underlying regional ranks within a year subject and schooling level. This is true by design due to a fixed exchange rate applied at this level of disaggregation. We do not show these results since they are true mechanically.
We conduct two additional robustness tests, shown in Annex 5. The first explores HLOs derived from multiple possible source tests and how this affects international and regional rankings. The second is a comparison of test scores by data availability of each test. These robustness tests confirm that even when HLO scores come from different tests they are broadly consistent.
A future robustness check could be the inclusion of psychometric adjustments. Jerrim et al. (2017) highlight a few features of ISATs that are important to consider when conducting aggregate test score comparisons. Jerrim et al. (2017) conclude that results of a paper they re-analyze by Lavy (2015) are robust to inclusion of these elements. This enhances our confidence that such adjustments are not strictly necessary, but we hope to include them as a robustness test in the future. For example, if we want a regional average we can weight countries to construct a reliable 'regional average' that is not distorted by artificially weighting each country equally since the true region consists of larger countries. 
HLO vs IRT Ranks

Conclusion
There is policy and academic demand for a measure of education quality that is comparable across countries and over time. The growth of international standardized achievement tests is a huge step in this direction. However, the countries that participate in these tests are often high and middle-income countries. This limits the ability to track, compare, or understand education patterns in developing countries -the countries that often have the most to gain from quality education and human capital formation.
One option is to wait to make comparisons for low-income countries to participate in international assessments. Although this is a worthy aspiration and we hope it occurs, it will take time and render a rich array of retrospective data null, limiting longitudinal data analysis. Alternatively, we can use a rigorous approach -albeit with caveats -to harmonize available learning data across different types of international and regional assessments. This is the approach we take in this paper, creating a Harmonized Learning Outcomes (HLO) database. Until there is a global proficiency assessment for numeracy and literacy, and to enable rich longitudinal panel data analysis, the harmonization of existing learning assessments provides the next best alternative to compare education quality on a global scale. Moreover, as more countries join international and regional assessments, and do so for longer, the accuracy and robustness of the harmonization exercise will improve.
We build a globally comparable database of 164 countries/territories from 2000-2017, approximately two-thirds of which are in developing economies, representing more than 98 percent of the global population. While our methodology has limitations, our robustness tests indicate that this dataset produces similar results to each underlying assessment used, as well as Item Response Theory (IRT)-linking methodologies where there is overlap. We include double the number of countries of any individual assessment or IRT-linking methodology while demonstrating consistent estimates where there is overlap.
We contribute to the literature in several ways. This is the most current and expansive cross-country dataset on education quality, including the most developing countries. We include, for the first time, the Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA) in addition to TIMSS, PISA, PIRLS, SACMEQ, LLECE, PASEC and MLA. This enables us to extend our database substantially, including 48 countries with recent data in the last ten years, all of which are developing economies. This methodological update paves the way to include a series of assessments that are increasingly common in developing countries that are often excluded from large international assessments. We introduce a series of methodological updates, including measures of uncertainty, fixed conversion factors for greater comparability over time, and year-by-year data. All data are derived directly from test score data. In contrast to black-box and complex imputation, this enables methodological transparency. Moreover, it produces a clear policy lever: when countries perform better on RSATs and ISATs they can be certain the HLO will improve.
Our goal in this paper is not to provide a perfect measure of education quality. Rather, we provide a practical yet rigorous and globally comparable set of estimates with large and inclusive country coverage over time. We hope this dataset can be used to reveal important descriptive trends in human capital formation across developed and developing countries. We also hope to enable analysis of factors correlated with and that have plausible causal links to the formation of human capital and economic growth. Finally, we hope this dataset can be useful for monitoring and evaluation of important policy goals.
Future iterations of this dataset will continue to expand coverage across countries and time as countries join existing assessments and by including additional assessments such as early grade reading and mathematics assessments. Moreover, we aim to build a dataset that enables over-time isolation of value-added learning by including variables which can account for various selection effects. This includes linking quality of education data to quantity of education data, as well as including measures of enrollment and retention across schooling levels. We also aim to enable further identification of the link between education quality and economic growth by including variables such as comparable estimates on the returns to education. We hope this dataset, and future iterations, will enable a deeper understanding of mechanisms driving human capital formation, the link to development, and useful policy applications. We examine the NAS Report for Grade 8 (Cycle 3) -one the largest surveys conducted in India and the world. It is officially described as a "transparent and credible exercise done under third party verification" (Prakash Javadekar). It was conducted for Classes 3, 5 and 8 in government and government aided schools. The survey tools used multiple test booklets with 45 questions in Classes III and V related to language, mathematics and 60 questions in Class VIII in Mathematics, Language, Sciences and Social Sciences. Along with the test items, questionnaires pertaining to students, teachers and schools were also used. The scale is from 0 to 500. The average score for the entire population is initially set at 250. The standard deviation of the scale is initially set at 50. This means that most students (about 70%) will have scores in the range 200 to 300.
On the Grade 8 NAS (Cycle 3), we find that Tamil Nadu and Himachal Pradesh's average is nearly a one-to-one match to the national average, with a difference of 3-7 points across subjects and 3.5 points on average. This indicates that the states participating in PISA are approximately representative of the national average based on the distribution of NAS scores across states. However, a few provinces have participated in PISA over time, which has provided some insight into the quality of education in China. In 2009 and 2012, the province of Shanghai participated in PISA and was the top-performing economy in both years. Shanghai is predominantly urban with 88 percent of the residents in urban areas. The city's income per capita is also more than twice as high as the national average. 6 In 2015, four provinces, Beijing, Shanghai, Jiangsu and Guangdong (B-S-J-G) participated in PISA. With the inclusion of relatively less urban and less affluent provinces of Jiangsu and Guangdong as compared to Shanghai, PISA scores for China dropped from first to tenth place. These four provinces of China cover 17 percent of China's population and give us an insight into education quality in a less affluent region than Shanghai alone: per capita income in B-S-J-G is 1.49 times the national average. However, this income gap is still large and so PISA scores for B-S-J-G are unlikely to be representative of China as a whole.
Apart from the participation of four provinces in PISA, some independent efforts have been conducted to assess education quality in other provinces in China. One such effort is led by the Rural Education Action Program at Stanford. In 2015, researchers at REAP led a reading assessment to assess education quality in Shaanxi province and rural areas of Guizhou and Jiangxi provinces. 7 The reading tests were constructed by trained psychometricians and used test items from the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS), thereby allowing international comparison. Results show that Chinese provinces of Jiangxi and Guizhou stood last in comparison to other countries participating in PIRLS 2011. The provinces represent 5.8 percent of the population in China and give insight into the education quality in rural, less affluent regions of China: average per capita income in these three regions is just 60 percent of the national average.
Extrapolating to China National Average Test Scores
We combine information from PISA scores as provided by OECD and PIRLS scores as provided by REAP to estimate the average education quality in China. For both programs, the fundamental problem is that the test scores are obtained in provinces that are unlikely to be nationally-representative of educational quality given the income gaps noted above. Even taking a population-weighted average of PISA and PIRLS scores for the seven provinces is unlikely to result in nationally-representative scores. This is because the average per capita income of these areas is still much higher than the national average. Average household income in B-J-S-G is 1.49 times the national average, while average household income in all seven provinces covered by PISA and PIRLS is 1.26 times the national average.
Therefore, in addition to these estimates for seven provinces, we approximate nationallevel test scores by extrapolating the observed PISA and PIRLS scores based on per capita income. Specifically, we extrapolate PISA scores for Shanghai (2012) and B-S-J-G (2015) to the national average using log per capita disposable income, separately by subject. Below we include tables which showcase this calculation.
Extrapolating PISA Scores by Subject:
This gives an extrapolated national PISA score of 446, as compared with PISA scores of 588 and 514 for Shanghai and B-S-J-G, respectively. This corresponds to an extrapolated national-level Harmonized Learning Outcome (HLO) of 462. We do the same using the PIRLS scores for reading only. This gives an extrapolated national-level reading score of 449. Since the units of PIRLS and HLO are the same, this is also the HLO.
The PISA and PIRLS-based extrapolations give remarkably similar results. This is most apparent from comparing the PISA reading score extrapolation with the PIRLS Comparing PISA and PIRLS Extrapolated Reading Scores:
The figure below places China's extrapolated test score in international perspective. The gray dots in the graph report the most recently-available PISA, TIMSS and PIRLS scores for countries participating in these programs. The test scores are on the vertical axis and are calculated as the average of whichever of TIMSS 2015 , PISA 2015 , and PIRLS 2016 are available for the country, after harmonizing to HLO units. The horizontal axis is log real GDP per capita. Over top of this we superimpose (a) the extrapolated China national test score (large red dot in center of graph; the vertical line connects it to what would be a China score based on PISA 2015 scores for B-S-J-G alone) and (b) the actual PISA and PIRLS scores for Chinese provinces described above (for these provinces we assume that the ratio of GDP per capita to the national average is the same as the ratio of household income per capita to the national average). In summary, extrapolating PISA scores based on income differences suggests a nationallevel HLO of 462, while doing the same using PIRLS scores suggests a national-level HLO of 449. We take the average of these two figures, 456, as the best estimate of the nationallevel HLO for China and use the values of 449 and 462 as lower and upper bounds. Naturally these extrapolations are tentative, as they are based on only two data points for PISA, and three data points for PIRLS. However, they are necessitated by the absence of published nationally-representative test score data for China. It is worth noting that a high-quality national level assessment exists with provincial results. That assessmentknown as NAEQ -is linked with PISA 2012. However, the results have yet to be published. The publication of such data could help us validate the extrapolated scores. Their publication could also make the extrapolated scores obsolete. We next demonstrate the sensitivity of the hierarchy of test choices to the underlying source test with a few examples. We show the sensitivity for a group of countries for secondary math scores and primary reading scores. These figures demonstrate that HLOs stay on a relatively stable path regardless of the source test from which the HLO was derived.
HLO scores by Source Test, 2010-2015: 
